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It’s not to take it safely through the Sahara or down the Snake River.

Sometimes, thighs can create a challenge when clients need to be 
positioned correctly.

Typically, one of three problems have presented themselves:

l There is an underlying physical deformity
l There are post surgical complications
l The client’s abdominal girth is forcing the legs out of alignment.

Falcon™ has the finest thigh guides known to man and woman. 

This is a HD Thigh Guide. The hardware will take on the hardest clients 
and deal easily with tone.  Interlocking teeth allow you to set a precise 
position and then relax, knowing that position is going to be fixed. (If you 
need a lighter, non HD version we have one of those too.)

The mount is solid.  It works with the round tube, it works with the track, it 
works with the seat pan mount.  It works first time, every time.

The bayonet mount allows for easy removal when performing a lateral 
transfer and the articulation permits comfortable positioning along the 
surface of the thigh. And yes, there’ s more.

It comes with the Falcon™ gel pad for the ultimate in comfort and protection. 

And should you be so naïve as to think this is our only leg support you would be sorely mistaken and 
clearly NOT paying attention during inservies. We also have:

l  Thigh guides that attach to flip back arms, and
l  Leg Straps

The Falcon™ Multi Access Thigh Guide  (PN: MARTG) comes standard with track mount. If you desire 
a different mounting system please call customer sevice


